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The Art of Stillness

2014-11-04

explores why modern day technology is making people
more likely to retreat into solitude and quiet with
growing numbers of people practicing yoga meditation
and tai chi and even taking an internet sabbath where
online connections are shut down for a day 50 000 first
printing

旅する哲学

2004-04

�� ��� ������������� ������������������������ ���������
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Stillness in a Mobile World

2013-01-11

this edited collection of essays on the conceptual
political and philosophical importance of stillness is
positioned within a world that has increasingly come to
be understood through the theoretical and conceptual
lens of movement with contributions from leading
scholars in the field the diversity of this collection
illuminates the multiplicity of ontological and
epistemological registers through which stillness moves
from human geography to media studies cultural theory
to fine arts with the help of luminaries such as
deleuze bergson barthes and beckett this book
interweaves cutting edge theoretical insight with
empirical illustrations which examine and traverse a
multitude of practices spaces and events in an era
where stasis slowness and passivity are often held to
be detrimental this collection puts forward a new set
of political and ethical concerns which help us to come
to terms with understand and account for im mobile life
stillness in a mobile world in an essential source of
reference for both undergraduate and post graduate



students working within disciplines such as cultural
studies sociology mobility studies and human geography

Samyama - Cultivating Stillness in
Action, Siddhis and Miracles

2006-12-15

samyama stillness in action siddhis and miracles covers
a powerful yoga practice that has been shrouded in
mystery for centuries yet it is as close to us as our
most immediate hopes and dreams for it is the
principles of samyama that are operating behind
everything good that is happening in our life the key
methods of samyama are covered here simplified to
enable anyone to engage in daily practice leading to
profound results our deepest desires can be enlivened
by systematically letting go into our inner silence
whatever we surrender will come back to us a thousand
fold purified in a divine outpouring this is stillness
in action yogani is the author of two landmark books on
the world s most effective spiritual practices advanced
yoga practices easy lessons for ecstatic living a
comprehensive user friendly textbook and the secrets of
wilder a powerful spiritual novel the ayp enlightenment
series makes these profound practices available for the
first time in a series of concise instruction books
samyama is the fifth book in the series preceded by
asanas mudras and bandhas tantra spinal breathing
pranayama and deep meditation

Into the Stillness

2015-05-18

at once extraordinarily wide ranging and sharply
focused into the stillness offers several deceptively
simple and informal conversations about life existence
and identity in one book this is an important book don
t be misled by the casually graceful repartee and
lightness of touch without dogma without heavy shoulds
and should nots authors gary weber and richard doyle



point toward something eternal framed in our twenty
first century understanding of neuroscience
spirituality and something that arises from and returns
to the stillness and the silence in into the stillness
weber and doyle offer a practical investigation and
guidance toward the sweetest fullest most loving caring
and manifesting experience that anyone could ever wish
for chapter headings include using dialogue for
awakening can you do nothing and awaken why do we fear
emptiness silence and stillness and functioning without
thoughts sex psychedelics and non duality as a journey
this collection of dialogues is inspiring shifting and
full of little moments of insight that will linger for
a long time afterward

Place/No-Place in Urban Asian
Religiosity

2016-07-15

this book discusses asia s rapid pace of urbanization
with a particular focus on new spaces created by and
for everyday religiosity the essays in this volume
covering topics from the global metropolises of
singapore bangalore seoul beijing and hong kong to the
regional centers of gwalior pune jahazpur and sites
like wudang mountain examine in detail the spaces
created by new or changing religious organizations that
range in scope from neighborhood based to consciously
global the definition of spatial aspects includes
direct place making projects such as the construction
of new religious buildings temples halls and other
meeting sites as well as less tangible religious
endeavors such as the production of new mental spaces
urged by spiritual leaders or the shift from terra
firma to the strangely concrete effervesce of
cyberspace with this in mind it explores how distinct
and blurred and open and bounded communities generate
and participate in diverse practices as they
deliberately engage or disengage with physical
landscapes cityscapes it highlights how through these
religious organizations changing class and gender
configurations ongoing political and economic



transformations continue as significant factors shaping
and affecting asian urban lives in addition the books
goes further by exploring new and often bittersweet
improvements like metro rail lines new national
highways widespread internet access that bulldoze both
literally and figuratively religious places and force
relocations and adjustments that are often innovative
and unexpected furthermore this volume explores
personal experiences within the particularities of
selected religious organizations and the ways that
subjects interpret or actively construct urban spaces
the essays show through ethnographically and
historically grounded case studies the variety of ways
newly emerging religious communities or religious
institutions understand value interact with or strive
to ignore extreme urbanization and rapidly changing
built environments

The Boiling River

2016-02-16

in this exciting adventure mixed with amazing
scientific discovery a young exuberant explorer and
geoscientist journeys deep into the amazon where rivers
boil and legends come to life when andrés ruzo was just
a small boy in peru his grandfather told him the story
of a mysterious legend there is a river deep in the
amazon which boils as if a fire burns below it it was a
story that would haunt ruzo his entire childhood twenty
years later ruzo now a geoscientist hears his aunt
mention that she herself had visited this strange river
determined to prove the river must be merely legend
ruzo sets out on a journey deep into the amazon but
what he finds astounds him in this long wide and
winding river the waters run so hot that locals brew
tea in them small animals that fall in are instantly
cooked over the next few years ruzo returns again and
again trying to uncover the secret as he studies
alongside the locals including a shaman that acts as
his mentor ruzo faces challenges more complex than he
had ever imagined the tangle of competing interests
locals illegal cattle farmers logging and oil companies



and government interests all have a stake in this land
where the waters run so hot the boiling river follows
this young explorer as he navigates scientific
political and personal obstacles this true account
reads like a modern day adventure complete with
extraordinary characters stunning vistas captivating
plot twists and jaw dropping details including stunning
photographs and never before published research about
this incredible natural wonder ultimately though the
boiling river is about a man trying to understand his
moral obligation to protect a sacred site from misuse
neglect and even from his own discovery

The Stillness Before Time

2010-04-17

an insightful aphoristic vision of the human journey

A Heart of Stillness

2013-04-11

a comprehensive guide to meditation for people of all
faiths from the best selling author of god is a verb
the only complete nonsectarian guide to meditation a
heart of stillness is a comprehensive guidebook to its
basic principles and practices by showing the way to
what mystics have experienced for thousands of years
david cooper s accessible clear advice provides
invaluable guidance both for students already studying
with a meditation teacher and for those who want to
develop a meditative practice on their own drawing from
the wisdom of the world s great spiritual traditions
cooper teaches basic meditative principles and
practices to lead us onto the path of self discovery

Book Club Reboot

2019-03-25

is your book club feeling stale or uninspired has



attendance dropped or are you struggling to keep your
patrons engaged what you need is a reboot this resource
published in cooperation with ala s public programs
office profiles dozens of successful book clubs across
the country

The Laws of Medicine

2015-10-13

essential required reading for doctors and patients
alike a pulitzer prize winning author and one of the
world s premiere cancer researchers reveals an urgent
philosophy on the little known principles that govern
medicine and how understanding these principles can
empower us all over a decade ago when siddhartha
mukherjee was a young exhausted and isolated medical
resident he discovered a book that would forever change
the way he understood the medical profession the book
the youngest science forced dr mukherjee to ask himself
an urgent fundamental question is medicine a science
sciences must have laws statements of truth based on
repeated experiments that describe some universal
attribute of nature but does medicine have laws like
other sciences dr mukherjee has spent his career
pondering this question a question that would
ultimately produce some of most serious thinking he
would do around the tenets of his discipline
culminating in the laws of medicine in this important
treatise he investigates the most perplexing and
illuminating cases of his career that ultimately led
him to identify the three key principles that govern
medicine brimming with fascinating historical details
and modern medical wonders this important book is a
fascinating glimpse into the struggles and eureka
moments that people outside of the medical profession
rarely see written with dr mukherjee s signature
eloquence and passionate prose the laws of medicine is
a critical read not just for those in the medical
profession but for everyone who is moved to better
understand how their health and well being is being
treated ultimately this book lays the groundwork for a
new way of understanding medicine now and into the



future

The Terrorist's Son

2014-09-09

an extraordinary story never before told the intimate
behind the scenes life of an american boy raised by his
terrorist father the man who planned the 1993 world
trade center bombing what is it like to grow up with a
terrorist in your home zak ebrahim was only seven years
old when on november 5th 1990 his father el sayyid
nosair shot and killed the leader of the jewish defense
league while in prison nosair helped plan the bombing
of the world trade center in 1993 in one of his
infamous video messages osama bin laden urged the world
to remember el sayyid nosair for zak ebrahim a
childhood amongst terrorism was all he knew after his
father s incarceration his family moved often and as
the perpetual new kid in class he faced constant
teasing and exclusion yet though his radicalized father
and uncles modeled fanatical beliefs to ebrahim
something never felt right to the shy awkward boy
something about the hateful feelings just felt
unnatural in this book ebrahim dispels the myth that
terrorism is a foregone conclusion for people trained
to hate based on his own remarkable journey he shows
that hate is always a choice but so is tolerance though
ebrahim was subjected to a violent intolerant ideology
throughout his childhood he did not become radicalized
ebrahim argues that people conditioned to be terrorists
are actually well positioned to combat terrorism
because of their ability to bring seemingly
incompatible ideologies together in conversation and
advocate in the fight for peace ebrahim argues that
everyone regardless of their upbringing or
circumstances can learn to tap into their inherent
empathy and embrace tolerance over hatred his original
urgent message is fresh groundbreaking and essential to
the current discussion about terrorism



From Stress to Stillness

2013-04-29

most stress is created by how we think about things
from stress to stillness will help you to examine what
you re thinking and change your relationship to your
thoughts so that they no longer result in stress
drawing from the wisdom traditions mindfulness
meditation psychology new thought and the author s own
experience as a spiritual teacher and counselor from
stress to stillness offers many practices and
suggestions that will lead to greater peace and
equanimity even in a busy and stress filled world you
will learn how we create stress and how it affects the
body how to recognize thoughts that cause stress how to
disidentify with thoughts how to de stress how
mindfulness meditation changes the brain how to
meditate and why tips for quickly moving into stillness
how to change your lifestyle to reduce stress

In Stillness

2022-03-31

this compilation of personal stories and ponderings was
written during a challenging time for us all full of
personal experience and insight it reveals love and
hope in a world that can often seem dark these stories
will touch your heart bring joy laughter and wisdom to
your day while opening your spirit to the presence of
the divine energy letting go of past wrongs or painful
experiences is one of the hardest things we ever do the
emotions underlying these events and all that happens
in our lives from day to day can make it hard to find
ways to cope even in good times let alone in times that
are more challenging in stillness the author weaves
tales of heartfelt emotion and enchanting storytelling
sprinkled with hope she reminds all readers how they
can learn to lean into life chase away fear and find
our true selves again in stillness we find the hope
peace and space to be true to our own hearts making
room not only to laugh at the world but at ourselves in



stillness life awakens

The Stillness of Swallows

2020-07-15

old secrets new lies an italian village on the brink of
catastrophe things are changing in santa lucia and not
necessarily for the better as the town s residents move
through their daily lives finding love friendship and
themselves the past starts to catch up with them and
spill its secrets sins thought long forgotten return
with vengeance threatening the happiness of those who
deserve it and those who don t when children go missing
it sets off a series of events that expose hard truths
and painful lies will santa lucia crumble under the
weight of these devastating revelations michelle
damiani has done it again a hair raising ending keeps
the plot moving up to the very last page beautiful
setting with interesting people and so well written you
must read them all a great getaway during these trying
times or anytime loved the characters and their stories
as much as i did the heavenly hilltop village as an
italophile i was so wonderfully absorbed in this series
oh i love the santa lucia series

A Stillness at Appomattox

2010-11-17

recounting the final year of the civil war this classic
volume by bruce catton won both the pulitzer prize and
the national book award for excellence in non fiction
in this final volume of the army of the potomac trilogy
catton america s foremost civil war historian takes the
reader through the battles of the wilderness the bloody
angle cold harbot the crater and on through the
horrible months to one moment at appomattox grant meade
sheridan and lee vividly come to life in all their
failings and triumphs



Standing in the Stillness

2009-09

the bible is the story of god s invitation to be still
and know that i am god it is the story of men and women
who found that invitation irresistible whose journey to
know god became a lifelong adventure if you find
yourself longing to know god this book will be a
valuable tool standing in the stillness invites you to
explore the passion of god enjoy the provision of god
encounter the purposes of god experience the promise of
god and embrace the presence of god eileen peters has
been a pastor s wife missionary and bible teacher she
is a graduate of providence theological seminary with a
degree in biblical counseling she and her husband lloyd
have two married children and five grand children

How to Think like Shakespeare

2020-04-21

a lively and engaging guide to vital habits of mind
that can help you think more deeply write more
effectively and learn more joyfully how to think like
shakespeare is a brilliantly fun exploration of the
craft of thought one that demonstrates what we ve lost
in education today and how we might begin to recover it
in fourteen brief chapters that draw from shakespeare s
world and works and from other writers past and present
scott newstok distills enduring practices that can make
learning more creative and pleasurable challenging a
host of today s questionable notions about education
newstok shows how mental play emerges through work
creativity through imitation autonomy through tradition
innovation through constraint and freedom through
discipline it was these practices and a conversation
with the past not a fruitless obsession with assessment
that nurtured a mind like shakespeare s and while few
of us can hope to approach the genius of the bard we
can all learn from the exercises that shaped him
written in a friendly conversational tone and brimming
with insights how to think like shakespeare enacts the



thrill of thinking on every page reviving timeless and
timely ways to stretch your mind and hone your words

Slow Art

2017-06-27

introduction marking time what is slow art when images
swell into events and events condense into images
living pictures before slow art slow art emerges in
modernity i secularization from diderot to wilde slow
art emerges in modernity ii the great age of speed slow
fiction film video performance 1960 to 2010 slow
photography painting installation art sculpture 1960 to
2010 angel and devil of slow art

The New American Judaism

2018-08-28

a leading expert provides an engaging firsthand
portrait of american judaism today american judaism has
been buffeted by massive social upheavals in recent
decades like other religions in the united states it
has witnessed a decline in the number of participants
over the past forty years and many who remain active
struggle to reconcile their hallowed traditions with
new perspectives from feminism and the lgbtq movement
to do it yourself religion and personally defined
spirituality taking a fresh look at american judaism
today jack wertheimer a leading authority on the
subject sets out to discover how jews of various
orientations practice their religion in this radically
altered landscape which observances still resonate and
which ones have been given new meaning what options are
available for seekers or those dissatisfied with
conventional forms of judaism and how are synagogues
responding wertheimer provides new and often surprising
answers to these questions by drawing on a wide range
of sources including survey data visits to countless
synagogues and revealing interviews with more than two
hundred rabbis and other informed observers he finds
that the majority of american jews still identify with



their faith but often practice it on their own terms
meanwhile gender barriers are loosening within
religiously traditional communities while some of the
most progressive sectors are reappropriating long
discarded practices other recent developments include
start ups led by charismatic young rabbis the explosive
growth of orthodox outreach and unconventional worship
experiences often geared toward millennials wertheimer
captures the remarkable if at times jarring tableaux on
display when american jews practice their religion
while also revealing possibilities for significant
renewal in american judaism what emerges is a
quintessentially american story of rash disruption and
creative reinvention religious illiteracy and dynamic
experimentation

The Digital Renaissance

2023-07-24

in the digital renaissance navigating the age of
information by william jones embark on an illuminating
journey through the transformative landscape of the
digital era with the precision of a historian and the
vision of a futurist jones paints a vivid portrait of
our modern age where technology connectivity and
information converge to redefine how we live work and
interact with the world from the inception of the
digital revolution to the advent of emerging
technologies like artificial intelligence and
blockchain jones chronicles the evolution of the
digital renaissance with captivating clarity his
narrative skillfully navigates the complex terrain of
the digital landscape unraveling its threads to reveal
the profound impact on society culture and human
potential but this book is not just a chronicle of the
past it s a guide to the future through compelling
stories of innovation ethical dilemmas and resilient
responses to digital challenges jones invites readers
to explore the limitless possibilities that lie ahead
he sheds light on the ethical considerations that must
underpin technological progress and offers insights
into harnessing technology for human flourishing from



the pioneers of the digital age who disrupted
industries to the digital citizens who navigate the
complexities of the online world the digital
renaissance is a testament to the resilience and
adaptability of humanity it celebrates the spirit of
innovation that propels us forward while emphasizing
the moral compass that must guide our digital journey
this book is more than a mere exploration of technology
it s a call to action it encourages readers to become
active participants in shaping the digital renaissance
to cultivate digital literacy and to forge a future
where innovation and ethics coexist harmoniously in an
age where connectivity knows no borders and information
flows ceaselessly the digital renaissance is a compass
that points toward a brighter more informed and more
equitable future whether you re a tech enthusiast an
ethical innovator or someone curious about the digital
age s impact on our lives william jones s insightful
narrative provides a roadmap for navigating the age of
information join the digital renaissance and embrace
the boundless possibilities that await in this
compelling journey through our ever evolving digital
world

Why Travel?

2021-07

this book brings together leading experts to show how
our travel choices are shaped by a wide range of social
physical psychological and cultural factors which have
profound implications for the design of future
transport policies

Stout Men

2016-08-03

somewhere beyond the salish sea lived the stout men who
did the megin river and tibet and the amazon there was
tictac and poldy cliffy and madame captain and gung and
papa smurf who would die someday but not yet these are
the stories of where they rushed headlong towards



adventure and suffering and how it all took place

Seeking Stillness or The Sound of
Wings

2021-03-11

seeking stillness or the sound of wings pays tribute to
lambert zuidervaart one of the most productive
reformational philosophers of the present generation by
picking up the central concerns of his philosophical
work art truth and society and working with the legacy
of his published concern to see what more can be
understood about our world in light of that legacy
zuidervaart is an internationally recognized expert in
critical theory especially the work of theodor adorno
and a leading systematic philosopher in the
reformational tradition his research and teaching range
across continental philosophy epistemology social
philosophy and philosophy of art with an emphasis on
kant hegel marx heidegger gadamer and habermas he is
currently developing a new conception of truth for an
allegedly post truth society at the institute for
christian studies 2002 2016 zuidervaart held the herman
dooyeweerd chair in social and political philosophy and
served as founding director of the centre for
philosophy religion and social ethics he was also an
associate member of the graduate faculty and full
professor status only in the department of philosophy
at the university of toronto and a member of the
advanced degree faculty at the toronto school of
theology zuidervaart is currently a visiting scholar in
the department of philosophy at calvin university in
grand rapids michigan seeking stillness or the sound of
wings seeks to promote new scholarship emerging from
the rich and dynamic tradition of reformational
intellectual inquiry believing that all scholarly
endeavor is rooted in and oriented by deep spiritual
commitments reformational scholarship seeks to add its
unique christian voice to discussions about leading
questions of life and society from this source it seeks
to contribute to the redemptive transformation and
renewal of the various aspects of contemporary society



developing currents of thought that open human
imagination to alternative future possibilities that
may helpfully address the damage we find in present
reality as part of this work currents in reformational
thought will bring to light the inter and multi
disciplinary dimensions of this intellectual tradition
and promote reformational scholarship that
intentionally invites dialogue with other traditions or
streams of thought

The Power of Stillness

2003

the power of stillness comes as close as any book could
to having a teacher by your side as you learn to
meditate sitting with you each day and gently guiding
you through each meditation the book provides an easy
to follow 30 day program to learn what meditation is
how it might help you and most importantly how to do it
meditation serves many functions seeking direction
calming and stress relief contemplating religious
teachings inspiration for creative endeavors
clarification oflife s purpose delving into our inner
selves healing or coping with health issues millions of
people now meditate regularly and many thousands more
are being introduced to the practice religious leaders
health care workers and spiritual teachers all
recommend meditation twelve step programs recommend
quiet contemplation although it is often recommended
meditation is rarely taught since it is practiced alone
and in the privacy of one s own home few beginners
receive cleardirection

平静の技法

2015-12-10
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Adventures in the Ice

1869

history of exploration mainly of canadian arctic and
search for northwest passage account of arctic whaling
and some autobiographical reminiscences of captain
william penny

Adventures in the ice: a summary of
Arctic exploration, discovery and
adventure

1869

the only thing that meri halsin wants to be is normal
unfortunately an ancient evil is stalking her in to
fulfil the family curse called the halsin legacy
desperate not to be another victim meri journeys to
find the one legendary warrior who can defeat him and
save her life will moregan is often haunted by his only
failure as an immortal vampyr prince he had spent
countless centuries fighting to protect those closest
to him so that his failure will never be happen again
unfortunately just when he thinks that he s the only
one haunted by it he finds meri halsin a woman cursed
by that very mistake as the curse unravels both meri
and will are challenged by an ancient evil that has
been festering for thousands of years and with leagues
of minions who are hell bent to destroy them with few
to trust meri and will must seek a way to fufill their
true roles as guardians of the world and defeat the
evil before it plunges the world in darkness

Adventures in the Ice: a
comprehensive summary of Arctic
exploration, discovery, and



adventure. Including experiences of
Captain Penny, ... now first
published ... With portraits and
other illustrations

1869

a lovely story of trying to understand the big wide
world through a child s eyes a map of the sky is so
well written it made me feel young again it captures
the beauty and drama of the north yorkshire coast as
though you are there allowing you to escape the hurry
of modern life highly recommended cl smith author of
the kadogos trilogy kit doesn t understand why his
family has been uprooted to a remote coastal village in
the north why did they leave so suddenly and why has
his dad not joined them at askfeld farm guesthouse he
meets an eclectic group of new neighbours and forms an
unlikely friendship with beth who suffers from a
chronic illness he does not understand kit learns that
beth who cannot leave the guesthouse is trying to draw
a map from memory that shows all her favourite
childhood haunts kit makes it his quest to help her
remember by visiting places for her and hopes to solve
the problems of the other guests along the way but
becoming a hero like the ones in his favourite books is
trickier than it seems can kit work out that the person
who really needs his help is much closer to home

Shadowy Stillness

2014-09-09

the simplicity of stillness sos is an evolutionary
technology designed to release stress heal your body
and access your highest potential it is so advanced
that your life begins to transform in three simple
steps apply activate act backed by twenty years of
study in eastern wisdom holistic traditions and the new
science marlise karlin founder of sos shows you step by
step how this rapid and direct method can diminish self



defeating behavior and connect you to the sweet spot of
life where deep peace and the flow of higher
consciousness converge offering you a rare insight into
landmark research on epigenetics neuroplasticity dna
and subtle energies marlise provides evidence from over
a decade of case studies to demonstrate how you can
release blocked cellular memory imprint new neural
pathways and activate vital life energy this book is
filled with the hope and mystery of people who have
experienced remarkable recoveries from depression
anxiety ptsd and other illnesses by using this advanced
technology science and eastern wisdom explain it the
sos method realizes it this book contains bonus digital
material and the groundbreaking stillness sessions
technology audio recordings that transmit energy on
waves of sound activating advanced meditative states
your mind doesn t even have to become still for it to
work you ll begin to feel more clarity joy and
enthusiasm almost immediately

Narratives of Stillness

1993

george macdonald was considered to be one of the great
victorian writers and thinkers of his time and his
contemporaries ranked him with dickens trollope and
carlyle macdonald s output was prodigious and his books
now grow more popular every day those with a taste for
fairy tales may enjoy phantastes and his children s
books at the back of the north wind the princess and
the goblin and the princess and curdie his popularity
is in some measure thanks to the homage c s lewis paid
to him as the inspiration for much of his own
development macdonald was essentially a christian
thinker but like many victorians something of a rebel
in his dislike of formalised dogmatic religion he was
also a symbolist he expressed universal truths in
images common to mankind light and darkness childhood
and old age fire water and wind the whole of nature was
for him an expression of the spiritual realm that lies
beyond it this biography the first published for
decades draws out the various strands in macdonald s



life his religious journey his development as a writer
his many friends who included ruskin and f d maurice
and the joys and sorrows of bringing up a large family
this book will do much to re established his
considerable reputation

A Map of the Sky

2019-09-20

open your heart and mind to the wisdom of the animal
world animal speak provides techniques for recognizing
and interpreting the signs and omens of nature meet and
work with animals as totems and spirit guides by
learning the language of their behaviors within the
physical world animal speak shows you how to identify
meet and attune to your spirit animals discover the
power and spiritual significance of more than 100
different animals birds insects and reptiles call upon
the protective powers of your animal totem create and
use five magical animal rites including shapeshifting
and sacred dance this beloved bestselling guide has
become a classic reference for anyone wishing to forge
a spiritual connection with the majesty and mystery of
the animal world

The Simplicity of Stillness Method

2015-12-08

The Stars and the Stillness

1986

Travel and Adventure in South-East
Africa

1893



Narrative of Discovery and Adventure
in Africa ... With Illustrations of
the Geology, Mineralogy, and Zoology

1832

Narrative of Discovery and Adventure
in Africa

1842

Our Home in the Silver West; A Story
of Struggle and Adventure

2010-09-08

Animal Speak

1870

The Travels and Adventures of
Celebrated Travelers in the Principal
Countries of the World
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